For immediate release

**GENERATIONS X: Razzle Dazzle!**
*A biennial benefit exhibition of art made by women.*

January 7 - February 7, 2016

Opening Reception: Thursday, January 7th from 6-8pm
Sharon Butler Prize: Thursday, February 4th at 6pm

Brooklyn, NY - December 2015

A.I.R. Gallery is pleased to present *Generations X: Razzle Dazzle!* This exhibition will be on view from January 7 – February 7, 2016. The opening reception will be on Thursday, January 7th from 6-8pm. One lucky artist will be awarded The Sharon Butler Prize and $100 on the evening of Thursday, February 4th at 6pm.

A.I.R. Gallery was founded in 1972 in New York City as an alternative gallery space based on feminism's collaborative tenets. As the first artist run gallery dedicated to self-identified women producing quality work, it changed the male-dominated landscape of the art world. The *Generations* series was started in 1997 as a fundraising exhibition to commemorate the 25th anniversary of A.I.R. Gallery. Since then it has continued biannually.

The exhibit presents a range of self-identified women artists of many generations and styles. This year, *Generations X: Razzle Dazzle!* showcases over two hundred distinguished as well as emerging artists from cities such as New York, Seattle, New Orleans, and San Diego, as well as countries such as Korea and England.

All work is for sale and artists retain seventy percent of sales. The remaining thirty percent supports A.I.R. Gallery’s programming, and our mission to advance the status of women in the arts.
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#GenerationsX
#AIRrazzledazzle